PHONE

SYSTEMS
XCLUTEL integrates phone
systems with desktop
computing, advanced call
routing, auto-attendants,
multi-premise call routing
via IP services, along with
advanced call accounting,
voicemail, unified messaging
and reporting software
packages.
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“

“The fact that they are handling our phone systems, phone
and internet service and cabling needs under one roof makes
our job much easier”

An exclusive customer service experience
SMB PHONE SYSTEMS
These feature rich systems are a good fit for
companies with 30 or less employees and no more
than three remote locations. They can deliver
multiple levels of messaging, system restore
capabilities and even voicemail to email features.
These systems are very adept at making you
appear like a much larger organization without
the much larger equipment investment.
MID-MARKET PHONE SYSTEMS
Our Mid-Market systems are designed for
businesses that need flexibility and capacity
for growth. They offer solutions for businesses
needing between 2 and 384 phones per site. These
systems can operate with traditional telephony,
VoIP technology, or a combination of the two,
all while offering multiple unified messaging
platforms, the largest and most flexible built-in
conference bridge on the market, find me/follow
me mobility solutions and web conferencing
capabilities. We can tailor these systems to be as
complex or as simple as you need them to be.
ENTERPRISE PHONE SYSTEMS
Designed specifically for large enterprises, and
the U.S. Federal Government, these systems
provide a highly scalable converged solution.
They incorporates leading enterprise features and
applications, such as SIP support and presenceenabled call handling. These high-end server
combines the scalability, reliability and networking
features typically found only in carrier solutions.
They are available as a pure IP telephony solution
or as a hybrid solution with both TDM and IP
endpoints.
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XCLUTEL is a certified AVAYA SMB
Expert and a CISCO Select Partner,
that has the ability to provide your
company with a complete integrated telephony solution tailored
specifically for your business
including your voice & internet
access.
Ask about the power of our easy to
use, unique Customer portal. Gain
access to training videos, view your
open tickets, enter new tickets and
more…
Leasing options are available
through XCLUTEL Financial Services
(XFS). XFS’ monthly fees are
completely integrated with your
phone bill maintaining our one-bill
one-place to call promise. Visit us at
www.xfsleasing.com

2215 Enterprise Drive Suite 1512 Westchester, IL 60154
1.708.273.3100
WWW.XCLUTEL.COM

